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Clear Pendant 
Set(s):Set(s):Set(s):Set(s):      Nature Walk (Wood #121925, Clear #121997) 
    
Accessories:  Accessories:  Accessories:  Accessories:           
Two 1 ½ x 2 inch Baja Breeze cardstock  
1 ½ x 2 Very Vanilla cardstock 
1 ½ x 2 DSP First Edition  #121878 
Very Vanilla strip (for stamping/punching)  
Old Olive, Baja Breeze, So Saffron & Sahara Sand markers 
Beveled Windowpanes #121881 
Crystal Effects #101055 
Basic Rhinestone #119246 
3” Baja Breeze Seam Ribbon Binding #122331 
Trinket Keys #121892 
Black StazOn #101406 
Jewelry Tag Medium #117190 
Chocolate Chip Ink & Sponge 
Daubers 
Glue Dots 
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You will first use the 1 ½ x 2 inch Vanilla 

cardstock rectangle 
Stamp the butterfly in Black StazOn

upper left corner

 
Outline the butterfly with Sahara Sand marker Color the stamp with the markers, Old Olive 

and Baja Breeze

 
Sponge the edges in Chocolate Chip Tear the newsprint provided, so that there is 

only the bottom right edge

 
Take the diagonally cut Baja Breeze 

And tear it along the diagonal 
Roll the edges back
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Stamp the butterfly in Black StazOn in the 

upper left corner 
 

 
Color in parts of the wing with So Saffron Color in parts of the wing with Baja Breeze

 
Color the stamp with the markers, Old Olive 

and Baja Breeze 

 
Stamp the flower OFF ON SCRAP paper first Then ‘huff’ to remoisten and stamp and then 

 
newsprint provided, so that there is 
only the bottom right edge 

 
Sponge the newsprint edges in brown Adhere the newsprint in the bottom right 

corner as shown and curl back the edges

 
Roll the edges back 

 
Stamp the Bee in Black StazOn on the Blue 

edge (yes, I know it isn’t easy, LOL! 
Take the Baja Breeze ribbon and tie a small 
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Color in parts of the wing with Baja Breeze 

 
Then ‘huff’ to remoisten and stamp and then 

stamp it in the bottom left corner 
 

 
Adhere the newsprint in the bottom right 
corner as shown and curl back the edges 

 

 
Take the Baja Breeze ribbon and tie a small 

knot at one end.  Trim closely 
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When you trim the ribbon, you should still 

have a lot of ribbon left 
 

 
Adhere the ribbon knot to the piece 

as shown 

 
Outline the butterfly details in  

Crystal Effects 

 
On the thin strip of Vanilla provided, 

Stamp the ‘For You’ in black StazOn and 
Punch out with the Jewelry tag 

 
Sponge the edge of the tag and 

Adhere it to the front 
 
 
 

 
Adhere the pre-glued rhinestones 

To the front 

 
Use either rolled glue dots and/or a thin line of 
Crystal Effects around the edge of the front and 

press the Beveled Windowpanes onto it. 
You may have to press it and hold it 

 
Put monoadhesive on the entire back of 
the pin and adhere the ribbon in a loop 

  

Adhere the Baja Breeze to the back to cover the 
ribbon loop 

 

 
The jump-ring already has the clasp and key 
attached… open the jump-ring with tools 

provided  

 

Gather the ribbon at the top and get it into the 
jump-ring and then close it again  

 

 
Viola! 

  

 


